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Josephine Mongiardo Great Coaches Series Masterclass
with David Cangelosi on Comprimario/Supporting Roles
February 26, 2023 6:30-8:30 PM EST  IN PERSON
Marc A. Scorca Hall, National Opera Center, 330 7th Avenue, NYC

Join us for a riveting, in person
evening of performances by up-and-
coming young opera singers, peppered
with invaluable advice from veteran
tenor David Cangelosi. Since his 2004
Metropolitan Opera debut as Mime in
Das Rheingold, Cangelosi has appeared
there in Andrea Chenier, Il tabarro, The
Tales of Hoffmann, Die Meistersinger von
Nürnberg, Le nozze di Figaro, Madama
Butterfly, Tosca, and The Magic Flute. He
has also sung at Teatro Colón in Bueno
Aires, San Francisco Opera, Washing-David Cangelosi

ton National Opera, Hong Kong Philharmonic, Santa Fe Opera,
and Dallas Opera. Cangelosi has sung at major festivals in the
US and abroad, including Spoleto Festival U.S.A. and has made
recital and concert performances throughout the United States.
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Elizabeth Saunders

Elizabeth Saunders
President, New York Singing Teachers Association (NYSTA)

Dear Colleagues,
If you haven’t already noticed, powerhouses Chelsea Feltman
and Susan Quintyne are bringing new life to all of NYSTA’s
Social Media accounts, and I want to both recognize their
efforts here right now to you and strongly encourage you to
start the new year by following and keeping up with us
@NYSTASings on Twitter and Instagram, and joining our
private Facebook “NYSTA – Member Group” as well!

Among other weekly tasks, Chelsea is leading the way with
new organizational tools and strategies, as well as short
introductory teaser videos from upcoming presenters, and
Susan has been digging deep into our video archives and
posting a single past event each week to inspire you to visit
the wealth of knowledge and inspiration at your disposal in
NYSTA’s video archives in just a few clicks.

Please join us there; let these teasers inspire you to join an
event you may have otherwise let pass by—the archive posts
inspire you to watch some videos you may have missed or
would like to review—and let us know what you think!

Wishing you all the best in the new year,

Susan Quintyne      Chelsea Feltman
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Jennifer D’Agostino

Jennifer D’Agostino
Editor-in-Chief, VOICEPrints

Dear Colleagues,

Greetings! As a college professor, I always take the time to
consider “what is working” and what could use a fresh start
as we switch to a new semester. This issue of VOICEPrints
contains two submissions that I will undoubtedly consult in
consideration of new repertoire, as well as new practices in the
area of wellness. The feature article, written by Scandinavian
repertoire expert and former VP editor Anna Hersey, is titled
“Spring and Summer: A Performance Guide to Agathe
Backer-Grøndahl’s Opp. 42 and 50.” This feature explores Backer-Grøndahl’s settings of Andreas
Jynge children’s poetry, providing a performance guide that includes translations, phonetic
transcriptions, and analyses.

In the book review, Emily Jaworski Koriath summarizes “Teaching the Whole Musician: A Guide to
Wellness in the Applied Studio,” written by pianist and pedagogue Paola Savvidou. Koriath
highlights the benefit of Savvidou’s inclusion of journal testimonials, syllabi suggestions, and sample
scripts for consideration when approaching awareness and integration of student wellness.

As we begin the new year, consider writing a feature for VOICEPrints! Contact me directly at:
jennifergdagostino@gmail.com.

NYSTA Board of Director meetings, held multiple times throughout the year, are
opportunities for Officers, Committee Heads and Advisors to come together and
share their visions for the organization. In our most recent meeting, we decided to include a regular
“Letter from the Secretary” in VOICEPrints in an effort to keep members abreast of major decisions
and ongoing developments. In an effort to streamline the membership renewal process, we are
switching to a single organization-wide renewal date this coming summer. Regardless of their
previous renewal date, all current members will receive their next billing due on August 1, 2023. For
those who are signed up for auto renewal, you do not need to do anything; your membership
payment will automatically be processed on August 1, 2023. For those who pay manually, please be
alert for reminder emails to this effect prior to August 1st. Information regarding proration/refunds
will be sent out via email in the next few months.

We encourage you all to interact with our Social Media platforms, whether by posting your studio
news in the Facebook Member Group or by sharing NYSTA posts on Instagram. We wish you a
festive and healthy Holiday Season and a New Year full of music making.

Warmly,
Eileen Cooper Sedek

Letter from the NYSTA Secretary
Eileen Cooper Sedek
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2023 EVENTS CALENDAR
Josephine Mongiardo Great Coaches Series Masterclass
with David Cangelosi on Comprimario/Supporting Roles
February 26, 2023 6:30-8:30 PM EST  IN PERSON at Scorca Hall

Join us for a riveting, in person evening of performances by
up-and-coming young opera singers peppered with invaluable
advice from veteran tenor David Cangelosi. Since his 2004
Metropolitan Opera debut as Mime in Das Rheingold, David
Cangelosi has appeared there in Andrea Chenier, Il tabarro, The
Tales of Hoffmann, Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg, Le nozze di
Figaro, Madama Butterfly, Tosca, and The Magic Flute. He has also
sung at Teatro Colón in Bueno Aires, San Francisco Opera,
Washington National Opera, Hong Kong Philharmonic, Santa Fe
Opera, and Dallas Opera. Cangelosi has sung at major festivals
in the US and abroad, including Spoleto Festival U.S.A. and has
made recital and concert performances throughout the US.

David Cangelosi

Fascia, Tongue Tie and Their Significance in the  Voice
Studio with Dr. Katherine Ahn, Jessica Luffey,  and
Elizabeth Saunders
April 30, 2023 6:30-8:30 PM EDT (Zoom)

Dr. Katherine Ahn

In this presentation, Dr. Katherine Ahn Wallace DDS of Aviara-
Center for Sleep, TMJ & Orthodontics, Jessica Luffey OM of
Opus Orofascial Myology, and NYSTA President Elizabeth
Saunders will discuss fascia and tongue tie: what
they are, the role of fascia in our overall health, how tongue
tie can interfere with a singer’s best attempts to establish
solid singing technique, and current best practices for
accommodating or remediating the condition.

Jessica Luffey

Elizabeth Saunders
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NYSTA Professional Development Program

Amanda Flynn

NYSTA’S Oren Lathrop Brown Professional Development Program
is a series of online classes designed for teachers of singing, led by
leading experts in the field. The goal of the program is two-fold.
First, we provide our students with contemporary, evidence-based
content that is designed to further their understanding of the voice.
Second, we provide real-world connections between the pedagogical
information and what actually takes place in the voice studio.

Graduates of the PDP will not only have a deep understanding of
voice science and pedagogy, but they will also greatly improve their
effectiveness in the studio.

The CORE curriculum is designed to give our students a well-
rounded foundation in vocal pedagogy. Students begin with
Anatomy and Physiology where they learn how the voice works
and the role the body plays in sound production. They then move
to Acoustics and Resonance where they learn how acoustics impact
singing and how to change the acoustic output of a singer through
knowledge and practical application. Vocal Health is next where
students are guided through discussions on multiple topics led by
leading vocal health experts. In Developmental Repertoire, students
learn how to be effective in selecting repertoire for their singers at
any stage of development. The final course is Applied Pedagogy
where ways of increasing effectiveness in the studio are explored.
The entire program has an equal emphasis on classical, musical
theater, and CCM styles of singing.

The courses are asynchronous, and you can start them at any time.
Once you begin the course, you will have 3 months to complete all of
the modules and assignments. Each course consists of online quizzes

Oren Lathrop Brown

and three assignments that will be turned in throughout the course.

In order to receive the Distinguished Voice Professional Certificate (DVP), you will need to pass
all of the courses with a B- (80) or higher. (See the current DVP list on the following page.)

Each course will cost $300 for NYSTA members and $350 for non-members. There is a financial
advantage to being a member, so we strongly encourage non-members to consider NYSTA
membership before signing up for the courses.

If you have questions about the Professional Development Program, please contact PDP Director
Amanda Flynn (she/her) at pdpdirector@nyst.org.
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Spring and Summer: A Performance Guide
to Agathe Backer-Grøndahl’s Opp. 42 and 50

by Anna Hersey

Norwegian composer Agathe Backer-Grøndahl (1847-1907) is
best known for her piano works, especially Trois Morceaux, op.
15 and her concert etudes, opp. 11, 32, 47, 57, and 58, which all
draw on Norwegian folk music traditions. She was a prolific
song composer, writing pieces with texts in Norwegian,
Danish, Swedish, German, and even English. The romanser
(songs) in her native language remain out of reach for most
North American singers, since Norwegian is not covered in
standard diction curricula.

Backer-Grøndahl’s settings of Andreas Jynge children’s poetry
are published as opp. 42, 50, and 52. Scores for all three cycles
are available from the International Music Score Library
Project.1 While the texts for Mor synger (Mother Sings, op. 52)
have been translated and transcribed, the texts of Barnets
Vaardag (The Child’s Spring Day, op. 42) and Sommer (Summer,
op. 50) remain untranslated and as a result this repertoire
remains inaccessible to most singers.2 The following performance
guide includes analyses, translations, and transcriptions of each
song in the two cycles, allowing non-Norwegian singers to
perform them with artistic accuracy.

The Poet and the Poetry
Andreas Jynge (1870–1955) was a civil servant, serving as
Secretary of Labor from 1898 until becoming bureau chief
in 1912. From 1919 until 1937, he served as director of the
Norwegian railways. He wrote as a literary and theater critic,
and published two poetry books: the collection of nursery
rhymes Viser og Vers (Songs and Verses) in 1896, followed by
the poetry collection Egne veie (One’s Own Roads) in 1903.3

I assume that all of the poems Backer-Grøndahl set came from
Jynge’s only work to be published prior to 1899, Viser og Vers.4

The poems focus on topics of birds, insects, plants, and the
changing seasons. A nature enthusiast, Jynge’s knowledge of
botany is especially on display in the detailed description of
blooms and foliage. Many exhibit rhyme, repetition, alliteration,
and onomatopoeia. Jynge was married to Ester Lind, and they
had two children, one of whom was Gert Jynge (1904-1994),
an expressionist painter of some fame.5 Notably, the nursery
rhymes of Viser og Vers were published well before the birth
of Gert. The birth year of his other child is not listed in any
biographical information, but one must wonder whether that
child was younger or older, and what Jynge’s inspiration was
to write these children’s poems.

1 Agathe Backer-Grøndahl, Barnets vaardag,
Op. 42 (Kristiania [Oslo)]: Brödrene Hals,
1899), https://s9.imslp.org/files/imglnks/
usimg/0/02/IMSLP187696-PMLP325250-
ABG_Op42.pdf (accessed August 22, 2022),
Sommer, Op. 50 (Kristiania [Oslo]): Brödrene
Hals, 1900), https://s9.imslp.org/files/
imglnks/usimg/8/80/IMSLP187980-
PMLP325574-ABG_Op50.pdf (accessed
August 22, 2022), Mor synger, Op. 52
(Kristiania [Oslo]): Carl Warmuth, n.d.),
https://s9.imslp.org/files/imglnks/
usimg/8/83/IMSLP188004-PMLP325602-
ABG_Op52.pdf.

2 Anna C. Hersey, Scandinavian Song: A
Guide to Swedish, Norwegian, and Danish
Repertoire and Diction (Lanham, MD:
Rowman and Littlefield, 2016), 266-279,
translations by Alisa Jordheim,
transcriptions by the author.

3 “Jynge, Andreas Grimelund,” in Store
norske leksikon (The Great Norwegian
Encyclopedia), https://snl.no/Andreas_
Grimelund_Jynge (accessed August 1,
2022).

4 Andreas Jynge, Egne veie: billeder,
stemninger og vers (One’s Own Roads:
Images, Moods, and Verses), Kristiania
(Oslo): H. Aschehoug & W. Nygaard, 1903.

5Anne Lise Rabben, “Jynge, Gert,” In Store
norske leksikon (The Great Norwegian
Encyclopedia), https://snl.no/Gert_Jynge
(accessed August 28, 2022).

Agathe Backer-Grøndahl (1847-1907)
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A reviewer in a women’s magazine, identified only as “H. L.” said
that Jynge’s name was surely new to most readers, although she
recognized his name from some poems in the magazine I kirke og
kultur (In Church and Culture). She describes the four sections of
the “delightful” book, and closes the review with “... we welcome
anyone who knows how to give us forest scent and violets in the
middle of cold, dark winter.”6 The four sections listed are:

• “Tullemors vise og sange” (Silly Mother’s Poems and Songs)
• “Fint folk og pak” (Fine Folks and Hoi Polloi)
• “Toner og triller” (Tones and Trills)
• “Rimblomster” (Rhyme Flowers)

A Norwegian bookstore index from 1896 lists the poetry volume
Viser og Vers, printed by the publishing house of H. Aschehoug &
Co., as having 85 pages and selling for one krone and 50 øre.7

According to WorldCat, Jynge’s collection is only held in two
libraries: the Danish National Bibliography (Ballerup) and the
Royal Danish Library (Copenhagen), although the listing in
Ballerup has disappeared since my first investigations. The Royal
Danish Library has undertaken aggressive efforts at digitizing
their collection, but Jynge’s works will only become a part of the
public domain in Europe in 2025, seventy years after his death.
When a colleague visited Den Sorte Diamant, the branch of the
Royal Danish Library in Copenhagen, to scan Viser og vers in
the summer of 2022, the book was unavailable due to “item
relocation.” My hope is, that when it becomes available again, to
examine the poetic form of each poem. As the musical scores have
been my only source for the texts, I have extracted the poems with
stanza divisions based on capitalization, punctuation, rhyme,
musical structure, etc.

It will be noteworthy to examine whether the three poem-
groupings of Backer-Grøndahl’s musical sets come from Jynge’s
collection or whether they reflect the composer’s own invention.
Also of interest is how many poems Jynge wrote in total. In other
words, did Backer-Grøndahl set the entire collection of nursery
rhymes or did she only select certain of the texts? We can draw
some conclusions based on the sections listed in the review. “Tulle
mor” is referenced in the text of “Solstek” (Sunshine) from Mor
synger, op. 52, no. 7, which means those texts might have been
drawn from the section by the same name. Since themes of flowers
and plants permeate the texts of all three cycles, it is difficult to
ascertain exactly which poems Backer-Grøndahl selected from
“Rimblomster ”(Rhyme Flowers). As very few of the song texts
describe people, the content of the section called “Fint folk og pak”
(Fine Folk and the Hoi Polloi) is of particular interest.

The Composer and the Songs
Agathe Backer and her three sisters were from an affluent family
and received training in both music and art. Agathe’s talent was
recognized early on, and she received advanced instruction during
her childhood and into her teens, relocating with her family to
Oslo in 1857 and later to Berlin with her sister Harriet.

6 H.L., “Literatur: Viser og Vers af A.
Jynge,” Nylænde: tidsskrift udgivet af Norsk
kvinde-sagsforening (New land: journal
published by the Norwegian Women’s
Association), vol. 11, no. 4 (February 15,
1897), p. 52-53.

7 Norsk Boghandlertidende (Norwegian
Book Store Newsletter), vol. 21, no. 18
(December 7, 1896).

Agathe Backer-Grøndahl

Andreas Jynge (1870-1955)
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In 1870, Backer met choir conductor and voice teacher Olaus
Andreas Grøndahl in Leipzig and they married five years later.
Backer-Grøndahl was a well-known pianist, performing as
soloist in the greatest concert houses in continental Europe,
often under the baton of her colleague, friend, and fellow
countryman Edvard Grieg. Agathe and Olaus had four
children which affected her professional as well as social life.
After the births of her children, Backer-Grøndahl’s performance
schedule was limited and her written correspondence with
family and friends became more infrequent. Once her children
were grown, she was able to dedicate her time to composition
and performing again. Her health was giving way and in 1897
she had to have an operation, the precise nature of which is
unknown. Her youngest son Fridtjof, who himself became a
composer, described later how performing was “agony” for
his mother as she struggled with severe performance anxiety.
In addition, partial deafness that had begun after the birth of
her children gradually progressed to an almost total loss of
her hearing, forcing her to communicate by writing on a pad
of paper.8

Perhaps more than any other of her works, Backer-Grøndahl’s
three Jynge cycles reflect the connection between her personal
and professional life, something which she discussed in an
interview with one of her great supporters, George Bernard Shaw:

She composes, she says, in the quiet of the evening, when
the day’s work is done, chiefly, indeed, in the evenings of
December, when the year’s work is done. ‘What work?’ I
ask, astounded. ‘Oh, all the things one has to do’ she
replied, ‘the housekeeping, the children, the playing, the
lessons I give every day to pupils.’ I rise up in wrath to
protest against this house, these children, these pupils
swallowing up the ministrations that were meant for
mankind: but she adds, with a certain diffidence as to her
power of expressing so delicate a point in English, that it is
as a wife and mother that she gets the experience that
makes her an artist.9

It is not clear how Backer-Grøndahl originally encountered
Jynge’s poetry, but during the two-year period of 1899-1900
she composed and published her three eight-song cycles to
his poetry. She clearly had an affinity for these texts, and it’s
always an intriguing exercise to try to link composers’
personal lives with their output. Here’s a look at how her
compositions fit into her life timeline:

• 1870-1901: concertizes throughout Scandinavia and
    Europe, despite chronic illness and increasing deafness in
    the final decade of the nineteenth century

• 1875: marries Olaus Andreas Grøndahl

• (year unknown) first child dies in infancy

• 1877: son Nils is born

8 Rune J. Andersen, “Agathe Backer
Grøndahl,” in Store Norske Leksikon (Great
Norwegian Encyclopedia), https://
snl.no/Agathe_Backer_Grøndahl
(accessed November 27, 2020).

9 George Bernard Shaw, Shaw’s Music: The
Complete Musical Criticism in 3 Volumes,
ed. Dan H. Laurence (London: Reinhardt,
1981, 79).

Edvard Grieg  Olaus Andreas Grøndahl
(1843-1907)   (1847-1923)

George
Bernard Shaw
(1852-1950)
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• 1879: son Anders is born
• 1885: son Fridtjof is born
• 1896: Jynge publishes Viser og vers
• ~1897: composes Op. 42 (published by Brødrene Hals)
• 1899: composes Op. 50 (published by Brødrene Hals, 1900)
• ~1900: composes Op. 52 (published by Carl Warmuth)
• 1907: dies in Aker, Norway

Considering the subject matter of these songs and unaware
of the above timeline, one might imagine that the Jynge songs
were composed during Backer-Grøndahl’s children’s infancy
and early childhood. But her two older sons were likely already
out of the house by this time and her youngest son was nearly
a teenager. Did the birth of grandchildren inspire her to explore
this subject matter? That is unlikely, as her oldest son Nils, a
physician and hospital director, was married in 1909, two years
after his mother’s death, and Fridtjof was married in 1913.
Nothing is known of the career or family life of Anders, her
middle son. It also seems unlikely that these pieces were
commissioned, since the three cycles were not issued at the
same time or even by the same publisher, and each has a
different dedication.

Perhaps, as Backer-Grøndahl’s children grew and her health
declined, she approached Jynge’s poetry with a sense of
nostalgia and longing. As she pointed out in her interview
with Shaw, the experience of motherhood helped define her
identity as a creative artist. The capability with which she
crafted these songs is evident: the texts are simple but not
saccharine, and she imbued the musical settings with expertly-
timed humor and whimsy. Some of the songs are tender and
intimate while others are contrastingly playful, lighthearted,
and even boisterous stories.

Pedagogy and Programming
All three Jynge cycles present a golden opportunity for singers,
ranging from beginner to advanced level, to explore the
Norwegian language and repertoire. Although the tessitura
generally tends toward the mezzo soprano range, there are
some exceptions and these songs can be sung by sopranos,
especially those with comfort in the lower part of the staff.
Some songs are rhythmically complex, particularly regarding
entrances and interaction with the piano. Although the overall
impression of the songs might be rather simple, the melodies
often take unexpected or chromatic turns that can be challenging
to learn. The cycles require an adept collaborator, with
sensitivity to the meaning of the text and quick dynamic
transitions. The full cycles are well within the reach of a
competent undergraduate student and would make a
refreshing addition to a recital program.

As far as ensemble is concerned, several of the songs pose
subtle challenges. For instance, Op. 42 begins without a piano
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introduction, requiring clear communication between the
singer and pianist. Some transitions within the cycle can be
tricky as well, since the voice either begins the song alone or
synchronously with the piano. Clear examples include the
transitions between the third song “Blaaveis” (Anemone)
to the next, “Blomstersanking” (Gathering Flowers), as
well as the transitions from “Homlefar” (Bumblebee) to
“Duggdraaper” (Dew Drops). These can be challenging
because they require the singer to memorize and execute the
precise interval between one and the next. Interestingly, there
is only one such transition in the op. 50 cycle: the first song,
“Gjök” (Cuckoo), segues into the following song “Marja,
Marja, fly! fly!” (Ladybug, Ladybug, Fly, Fly!) without any
link in the piano. Although the performance would be most
effective if these transitions were memorized, the pianist could
quietly play the opening note for the following song if a young
singer were hesitant about memorizing these transitions.

The approximate running times for the three Jynge cycles are:
Op. 42: ca. 15 minutes
Op. 50: ca. 20 minutes
Op. 52: ca. 12 minutes

While the three could feasibly be prepared for a single recital
and almost fill the program, there is an element of “sameness”
in terms of theme, mood, and musical approach among many
of the songs that might not make this ideal. Rather, I would
choose one Jynge cycle and combine it with works of other
Scandinavian composers or some of Agathe Backer-Grøndahl’s
other cycles, such as her settings of Danish poetry of Vilhelm
Bergsøe (Op.1) or settings of Norwegian poetry by Vilhelm
Krag (Opp. 29, 31, and 41.)

Language
Translations and phonetic transcriptions are found below. It is
highly recommended that these are not used in isolation, but
rather after a thorough reading of Chapter 4 “Norwegian
Diction” in Scandinavian Song.10  While the phonemic principle
describes a one-to-one ratio of symbol-to-sound, the reality is
that human utterance is capable of creating a countless number
of sounds, and the International Phonetic Alphabet is a
wonderful yet imperfect system to describe those sounds.
Therefore, a single symbol referring to Norwegian may not
represent precisely what it means in German, for example, and
therefore further instructional material must be consulted.
Recordings by native speakers are wonderful resources to
enhance learning of these cycles.11 However, relying solely
on recordings should be avoided as these pose their own
limitations such as lost details of pronunciation depending
on the acoustic properties of the recording space and the
technology used to record. Singers’ linguistic biases can
often make them believe they hear something that is actually
not there or are misled by spelling conventions of an
unfamiliar language.

10 Hersey, Scandinavian Song, 39-63.

11 Recordings of Opp. 42 and 50: Cecilie
Ødegården and Kristin Irene Lunde, Agathe
Backer Grøndahl, Op. 50 Sommer, (Oslo:
Blommenholm Classics, 2022) (Op. 50); Mari
Eriksmoen and Mari and Alphonse Cemin,
Grieg, Wolf, Strauss, Grøndahl: Lieder and
Songs (Aix-en-Provence: Alpha Classics,
2016), ALPHA207 (Op. 42 (1, 2, 4, 7, 8));
Solveig Faringer and Nanette Nowels-
Stenholm, Solveigs Sang: Highlights from
the Scandinavian Lieder Repertoire (Örebro:
Swedish Society, n.d.) (Op. 42 (7)); Kristen
Flagstad, et. al, Kirsten Flagstad: The Supreme
Wagnerian Soprano (EMI/Warner Classics
Parlophone, 2010), 5099945534652 (Op. 42
(7)); Isa Katharina Gericke and Christian
Ihle Hadland, Til Eva: Selected Norwegian
Songs (Oslo: Simax Classics, 2009), PSC1238
(Op. 42 (7)); Elisabeth Tandberg and Jorunn
Marie Bratlie, Agathe Backer Gröndahl (LL
Distribution, 1998) (Op. 42 (3, 6, 7)).
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Barnets Vaardag
(The Child’s Spring Day), Op. 4212

1. En kviddrende lærke (A Warbling Lark)
The first song in this cycle begins without a piano introduction.
Instead, we immediately hear the voice in a joyful melody that
characterizes the chirping spring bird supported by dance-like
rhythms and trills in the piano. This interplay evokes the
fluttering and energetic movement of the lark. A final trill in the
voice, with an optional high melodic line, closes this ebullient
celebration of spring, the season that defines each piece in this opus.

Inat er der kommen saa deilig en gjæst,
det er vaaren med solskin og varmende blæst,
det er den, det er den, jeg har ventet saa længe,
nu ringer jeg ind den straalende dag
med kviddrende triller og jublende slag
utover de spirende enge.
Jeg stiger med sang ifra tuerne graa
høit op i det høieste blinkende blaa,
hvor tankerne længter, og higer,
og nede paa jorden der har jeg en plet,
hvor trygt jeg kan hvile,
naar vingen er træt før atter mot solen jeg stiger.
Jeg vet, der er lunt mellem tuer og straa,
men lysere dog i det evige blaa,
det gjør mine toner saa stærke.
Og er jeg den første af foraarets bud,
jeg bærer min sang som en tak til vor Gud,

jeg er kun en kviddrende lærke.

2. Vaarmorgen i skogen (Spring Morning in the Forest)
In this song, the children referenced in the cycle’s title are
searching for the first blossoms of spring, most likely the
crocuses that appear throughout Scandinavia even when snow
remains on the ground. The song is in ABA’ form. In the piano,
upward-sweeping gestures, imitating the emerging flowers,
lend an air of excitement that accelerates as the children
discover the first downy pussy willow.

Aa, skynn dig, kom! for nu maa vi ut og lete i eng og krat,
om ikke en eneste liten blomst er kommen til os i nat.
Men si det ikke, det er til mor, en blomst og et lite blad.
Vi finner det nok, aa du! hvor hun skal bli inderlig glad.
Og jeg tror helst under skogens tak, for der er luften saa lun.
Der skinner det alt! og der! Vil du se! gaasunger med gule dun!
Aa nei! Aa nei! baade en og to, baade gule og hvite og graa!
Først klapper vi dem! saa napper vi dem! og saa skal du alle faa.
Og saa skal bære dem hjem til Mor og hente enda fler,
men som vi leker og venner os om, staar Mor ved siden og ler.

Tonight arrived so delightful a guest,
it is spring with sunshine and warm winds,
it is he, it is he, whom I have so long awaited,
now I call in the radiant day
with warbling trills and jubilant calls
out over the budding meadows.
I rise with song from the grey tufts of grass
up to the highest glittering blue,
with longing thoughts, and higher,
and down to the earth where I have a spot,
to rest safely
when my wings are tired before mounting again to the sun.
I know, there is shelter between tufts and straw,
but it’s brighter in the eternal blue,
it makes my calls so strong.
And I am the first call of spring,
I carry my song with thanks to our God,
I am only a warbling lark.

Oh, hurry, come! for now we must go out and look in the meadow and bush,
whether a lone tiny flower has come to us in the night.
But don’t say anything, it is for Mother, a flower and a small leaf.
We’ll find it, oh you! how deeply glad she will be.
I think it will be in the cover of the wood, for the air is so mild.
Everything shines there! and there! You see! pussy willow with yellow down!
Oh, oh! one and two, both yellow and white and grey!
First we caress them! then we pick them! and you shall have them all.
And then we’ll take them home to Mother and gather even more,
But as we play and spin around, Mother stands by and laughs!

12 The text seen on the following pages is
that found in the musical scores for Op. 42
and Op. 50, and may differ from that in
the original poetry by Jynge, such as the
use of å versus aa and ö versus ø.
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3. Blaaveis (Anemone)
In this song, Backer-Grøndahl captures the children’s
enthusiasm for the spring flowers again.This time it is a carpet
of anemone in a shade of sky-blue, rarely found in the botanical
world. The lightness of the music reflects the character of the
anemone flower, which is known to sway easily in the wind.

Blaaveis! Blaaveis! se! Hvor de skinner!
mellem det guldbrune løv de finner
veinen og løfter paa hoderne smaa.
ah! hvor de lyser! ah! hvor de skinner!
hele skogen er staalende blaa,
og saa mange vi finner.
Kom! vær med!
Og er du bange for bækken du gjære,
jeg skal dig bære
først over baækken og saa over gjære,
sætte dig ned
her paa vort gamle, deilige sted.
Solen glittrer i skogens toppe,
Himlen blaaner saa heit deroppe.
Blaaveis! Blaaveis! Solen glittrer
og Himlen blaaner,
Nu es det vaar!

4. Blomstersanking (Gathering Flowers)
This brief one-minute song features a tender, floating melody
in the voice over upward-sweeping phrases in the piano
accompanimennt. Continuing on the theme of spring flowers,
it features a specific list of Nordic blooms.

Blaaveis og bjerkegren,
harelab med fløiels ben,
soløi og frystlestraa,
lyse fioler blaa,
hvitveis og maiguld,
kurven er fuld!

5. Homlefar (Bumblebee)
The singer narrates this lighthearted song about the bumble-
bee, while the pianist musically impersonates the bee itself.
Fiendishly quick, alternating eighth-note chromatics in the
piano represent the constant, busy motion of the fuzzy bee—
although not as frantic as Rimsky-Korsakov’s Flight of the
Bumblebee, a musical portrayal of the same insect which
was composed around the same time.

Og homlefar, han surrer, og surrer sig iring,
surrer og surrer iring,
han danser, og han hopper som ingen Verdens ting
Og surrer og surrer iring.

Anemone! Anemone! see! How they shine!
found between the golden-brown foliage
the vein and leaves on the small blooms.
Ah! how they shine! Ah! how they shine!
The whole forest is steely blue,
and so many we find.
Come! join in!
And are you afraid of the swirling brook,
I will carry you
first over the stream and then over the current,
sit down
here at our old, lovely place.
The sun glitters over the treetops,
The highest heavens are hot.
Anemone! Anemone! The sun sparkles
and the sky is blue,
Now it’s spring!

Anemone and birch branches,
cat’s foot with velvet stems,
sunflowers and woodrush,
bright blue violets,
wood anemone and marigold,
the basket is full!

And bumblebee, he buzzes, and buzzes around,
buzzes and buzzes around,
he dances, and he jumps like nothing else in the world
And buzzes and buizzes around.
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Og spiler sine vinger i de sirligste sving,
for alle de smaa blomster de sværmer han omkring
han surrer og surrer.

Og alle de smaa blomster, de skal ham høre til,
ja, alle de smaa blomster, saa mange som han vil,
for alle de smaa blomster de har saa lyst et smil,
men alle de smaa blomster,
de narrer ham April,
men alle de smaa blomster,
de narrer ham, de narrer ham April!

6. Duggdraaper (Dew Drops)
Another very brief song, this piece serves as a contrast to the
other pieces with its f-sharp minor key, lending a mood of
mystery to portray the early morning mist. Staccato
articulation in both the voice and piano depicts the dew drops.

Dugg, Dugg, blanke fnugg,
blanke, hvite sølverfnugg,
læg jer stille i min haand,
føi jer sammen til et baand,
som de blanke draaper paa
alle røde silke straa,
som den klare perlerad
over fløielsmosens blad,
som de store, stille, stille draaper
i de grønne marikaaper.

7. Mot kveld (At Evening)
Although this cycle is rarely performed in its entirety, “Mot
kveld” is quite often heard on recital programs. High, quick,
quiet triplets are played in the piano treble which fades into a
pianississimo, lending an ethereal mood to this piece. The
voice soars in long, legato lines, with the piano left hand
doubling the vocal line throughout much of the piece. This
evening-themed song is a logical prelude to the lullaby that
follows to close the cycle.

Alle de duggvaate blomster har sent
Solen det sisste Godnat.
Sanktehansormen sin lykte har tænnt,
sitter og lyser i krat.
Sommerfugl tat sine duggsokker paa
lagt sig til hvile i klokken den blaa
drømmer saa deilig om solen,
drømmer om duft av fiolen.

8. Sov saa stille (Sleep Quietly)
Chromatic lines in the piano of this gentle lullaby are mildly
reminiscent of the song “Møte”from Edvard Grieg’s cycle
Haugtussa, Op. 67. Backer-Grøndahl and Grieg were close

And sweeps its wings in the most graceful turns,
for all the little flowers swarm around him
he buzzes and buzzes.

And all the little flowers, they belong to him,
yes, all the little flowers, as many as he wants,
for all the little flowers have so bright a smile,
but all the little flowers,
they trick him in April,
but all the little flowers,
they’re fooling him, they’re fooling him in April!

Dew, Dew, shiny sliver,
shiny, white silver droplets,
lay still in my hand,
join together in a bracelet,
like the shiny droplets in
all red silken rays,
like the clear pearl strand
over a leaf of velvet moss,
like the big, still, still drops
in the green lady’s mantle.

All the dewy flowers have said
the last goodnight to the sun.
The glow worm has lit his lantern,
and sits illuminated in the thicket.
The butterfly wears its glistening stockings
and rests in a bluebell,
dreaming such lovely dreams of the sun,
dreaming of the scent of violets.
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friends, and Grieg’s Op. 67 was published a year before
Backer-Grøndahl’s Op. 42, so it is likely that she was familiar
with Grieg’s song.

Sov saa stille, sov min lille, nu er det jo nat.
Vet du ei, at alle fugle, blunder længst i skog og krat,
og de lyse blomster vugges alt i sakte slummer ind,
saa skal vi paa puten lægge varligt kind mod kind.

Sov saa stille, sov min lille, natten er ei lang.
Og imorgen skal du vaagne til de glade fugles sang,
og da skinner atter solen i den lyse blomstereng.
Sov saa stille, sov min lille i den bløte seng.

Sommer
(Summer), Op. 50
1. Gjøk (Cuckoo)

The cycle about summer opens with the cuckoo announcing
the arrival of Midsommar which, despite what its name might
indicate, occurs on the summer solstice, the longest day of the
year and the first day of the summer season. The flitting and
constantly-moving energy is pervasive in this song, along with
a descending third motive—mostly in the minor—which is
introduced first in the piano, then in the voice, in a forte-piano
echo. An inverted third–or sixth–interval recurs throughout
the piano bass line. The glittering dew is portrayed with
stacatti in parallel motion between the two hands of the piano.
Then a legato oscillation with embedded chromatic sequence
effectively portrays the scattered motion of the mosquito.

An ascending vocal line and blocked chords in the piano
illustrate the “brightest heaven” before the boisterous return
of the opening motives welcomes the listener to a celebration
of Midsommar.

Og gjöken, han hilser med friske slag
God dag! God dag! unner lövets tak
i den lyse luft,
som sittrer av sol
og av blomster duft.
God dag! God dag!

Ja nu staar skogen i al sin glans,
det er Sanktehans,
Kom ut! kom ut!
hvert træ er klædt i sit sommerskrud
den lyste bjerk og den lune lind
Og kommer du langt,
saa langt herind.

Og unner mit höie træ,
da skal du al skogens deilighed se,
hvor duggen den glittrer som perlerne smaa,
og mosen av blomster er fuld

Sleep quietly, sleep my little one, now it is night.
Don’t you know that all the birds have long been resting in forest and thicket
and the bright flowers rock everything to a gentle sleep,
so shall we lay on the pillow gently cheek to cheek.

Sleep quietly, sleep my little one, the night is not long.
And tomorrow you will wake to the happy birdsong,
and then the sun will shine again in the bright flower-meadow.
Sleep quietly, sleep my little one, in your soft bed.

And the cuckoo, he greets me with vigorous flaps
Good day! Good day! under the leave’s shelter
in the light air,
which trembles with sun
and the scent of flowers.
Good day! Good day!

Yes, now the forest stands in all its glory,
it’s Midsommar,
Come out! come out!
every tree is dressed in its summer clothes
the bright birch and the warm linden
And you came so far,
so far here.

And under my high tree,
you will see all the forest’s delights,
where the dew glitters like small pearls,
and the marsh of flowers is full
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and the mosquito here is not pale and gray,
its wings are golden as the sunbeam,
and the sky is bright and the sky is blue
the brightest sky you have seen.

Yes come! Come out!
under the leave’s shelter
for now the forest is in its summer clothes
in all its glory
it’s Midsommar!
Good day! come out!

og myggen er her ikke gusten og graa,
dens vinger er solstraale guld,
og himlen er lys og himlen er blaa
den lyseste himmel du saa.

Ja kom! Kom ut!
Unner lövets tak
for nu staar skogen i sommerskrud
i al sin glans
det er Sanktehans!
God dag! kom ut!

2. Marja, Marja, fly! fly! (Ladybug, Ladybug, Fly! Fly!)
A poco allegretto tempo and compact, chromatic melodies
depict the whimsical, light movements of the ladybug, but this
contrasts with the minor key which warns the her to stay out
of the hot sun. A dialogue between the voice and piano, which
often echoes the melody—either note for note or in a slight
variation—occurs throughout.

Marja, Marja, fly, fly,
Solen er bak en sky,
kommer snart frem
skynn dig nu hjem!

Hvorfor sitter du iro
pusser paa din sorte sko?
tippe! tippe! Tue!
lille, fine, frue!

Solen er saa varm idag,
skinner paa dit blomstertak,
pass, den ikke tœnner
saa at huset brœnner.

3. Sommer og solskin (Summer and Sunshine)
The initial lazy tempo evokes the heat of a still summer day.
The pace quickens as the bumblebee circles and manages to
slip into the shelter of the flower. The second verse begins
identically to the first, as the narrator slowly circles and again
accelerates. The third verse follows this same pattern. All three
verses give the impression of a moment suspended in time,
trying to muster some energy to overcome the oppressive
summer heat. The four-measure postlude is a microcosm of the
previous verses–beginning with a lazy tempo primo, accentuated
by a presto conclusion.
Langsmed gjære hænger roser
paa hver liten tornet klunger,
homlefar i flöielshoser
stillet har sin værste hunger
bare summer, summer summer,
brummer brummer,
til han smetter bort dernede
i sit lune blomsterrede.

Ladybug, Ladybug, fly, fly,
The sun is behind a cloud,
it’s coming out soon
hurry home now!

Why are you sitting there
polishing your black shoes?
turn! turn! the bog!
little, fine, lady!

The sun is so hot today,
shining on your roof of flowers,
watch out, that it doesn’t burn
so the house burns.

Slowly circles the roses
on every little thorn cluster,
a bumblebee posed in velvet stockings
has its worst hunger
just buzz, buzz buzz,
hum hum,
until he slips away down there
in its cozy flower nest.
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Og jeg driver langsmed gjære,
det hvor sommersolen steker,
og hvor myg som silkefjære
foran mig i liften leker,
og fra skogens tætte kroner
höilydt toner gjökens sang,
mens blomsterduften
dirrer gjennem sommerluften.

Og jeg nynner og jeg synger,
midt i blomstervrimlen,
borte er hvert fnugg, som tynger,
som hver sky fra sommerhimlen,
hvor den blaaner, glittrer,
strömmer og jeg drömmer
mig som barn av sol og blommer,
barn av duft og sang og sommer.

4. Spinne, spinne, spinne (Spin, Spin, Spin)
The repetitive sixteenth-note motion throughout this 45-second
miniature song depicts the figurative “spinning wheel,” likely a
reference to making traditional Midsommar flower celebration
wreaths and other adornments from the summer blooms.

Spinne, spinne, spinne
garnet skal vi tvinne,
ikke uld og ikke av guld,
rokken er av blomster fuld
gule, hvite, röde blaa
for en kjole du skal faa,
spinne, spinne, spinne
blomster skal vi binne.

5. Söndagsmorgen (Sunday Morning)
This song, in ABA’ form, serves as an effective contrast to many of the
others in this cycle with the stately, steady mood of a religious
procession; the chordal accompaniment in the A sections depict church
bells. In the B section, the ringing of the bells sounds two octaves
higher in the piano, becoming distant as it echoes and rises out of the
valley. The A section then returns with truncated, blocked chords.

Til kirke! til kirke!
konvallerne ringer
hvor bækken i lierne
danser og springer
og frivillen svinger
paa himmelblaa vinger.

Og Tonerne klinger saa fine, saa vare
ind mellem græsset, hvor duggdraaper klare
glittrer i solen og perler
og siger, klinger og klinger,
til sakte de stiger
op mot de blaanende sollyse riker.

And I also slowly circle,
where the summer sun burns,
and like a mosquito a silk feather
in front of me plays in the breeze,
and from the dense canopy of the forest
high-pitched tones
the cuckoo’s song while the flowers’ fragrance
shivers through the summer air.

And I hum and I sing,
in the middle of so many flowers,
gone is every droplet that weighs,
like every cloud from the summer sky,
where it becomes blue, sparkles,
flows and I dream
of myself as a child of sun and blooms,
a child of scent and song and summer.

Spin, spin, spin
we will twist the yarn,
not of wool and not of gold,
the spinning wheel is full of flowers
yellow, white, red, blue
for a dress you will make,
spin, spin, spin
we will bind the flowers.

To church! to church!
the lilies of the valley are calling
where the brook in the hillsides
dances and jumps
and winds as it pleases
on sky-blue wings.

And the notes sound so fine,
in among the grasses, where clear dewdrops
glitter in the sun and bubble and sink,
and rattle and ring,
until slowly they rise
up against the blazing sunlit realms.
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Og duggen vet ikke,
hvor blank den skal rinne,
og solen vet ikke,
hvor lys den skal skinne.

6. Skogen (The Forest)
High, challenging coloratura phrases, with optional octave
modification, make this piece probably the most challenging
in the set for the singer. The mood is ebullient, featuring an
accelerating conversation between the voice and piano,
concluding with a joyful trill in the vocal line.

Sommersol og Sommerluft!
Kjenner du den sterke duft
ifra skogens moser
Vintergrönt i slitte klær
skjönner og paa solskinsvær
som de röde roser.

Maiblomsten lyser hvitt,
Skogfiolen smiler blidt
med de blöte kinder,
Og den brune frytles knop
med sin höie fjæretop
neier sig og skinner.

Vintergrönt i slitte klær,
frytle med de blanke fjær
over mosens sprede
Maiblomst og skog fiol
sommerluft og sommersol
bare fryd og glæde.

7. Junikveld (June Evening)
The mood in this penultimate piece strongly contrasts with the
other songs. The tempo is slow and the effect is both reflective
and somber as the summer day draws to a close. The vocal
tessitura requires more presence, warmth, and darkness in the
middle and lower registers as the question “do you know
happiness?” is repeated.

Ind mot stranden blöte bölger gaar
hvor de sommerlyse lunde staar
snart skal dagens siste timer svinne,
og det blir saa höit og svalt herinne,
og det nynner i den tause kveld:
vet du lykken, vet du lykken vel?

Og ved sjöen sitter end vi to,
ser, hvor maanen lægger gylden bro
over lyse, blanke, vide vande
til de fjerne, drömmestille lande
og det nynner i den tause kveld:
vet du lykken, vet du lykken vel?

And the dew does not know,
how clear it will run,
and the sun does not know
how bright it will shine.

Summer sun and summer air!
Do you notice the strong scent
from the forest marshes
Winter green in worn clothes
beautiful and in sunny weather
like red roses.

The May flower shines white,
The forest violet smiles gently
with its wet cheeks,
And the bud of the brown wood rush
with its high feathery top
bows and shines.

Winter green in worn clothes,
wood rush with its glossy plumes
over the bog’s expanse
May flower and forest violet
summer air and summer sun
just joy and happiness.

The watery waves go in towards the shore
where the light summer groves stand.
Soon the day’s final hours will fade away,
and it becomes so high and cool in here,
and it hums in the silent evening:
do you know happiness?

And by the sea the two of us sit,
see, where the moon lays a golden bridge
over light, shining, wide waters
to the distant, quiet, dreamy lands
and it hums in the silent night:
do you know happiness?
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8. Skogens sanger (Song of the Forest)
The vocal line of this final song opens with a trill, and the text suggests that
the story is told from the perspective of a little bird observing the evening
“golden hour” in the forest. The clanging of the flower bells described in
the text appear in stately yet delicate blocked chords in the piano. Likewise,
the plucking of the silver strings, reminiscent of a harp, are played two
octaves above the staff. The sinking sun is portrayed with a tremolo in the
lowest range of the piano, coupled with a descending line in the voice. This
transitions to a lullaby in the lower range of the voice with “sov, ja sov”
(sleep, yes sleep), ascending only momentarily on the words “dröm om
solens atterkomst” (dream of the sun’s return).

Farvel, farvel, du lyse kveld,
du lune, lyse sommerkveld,
nu solen gaar bak fjerne fjeld,
og i hvert held,
hver lövklædt li
den gyldne solglans flommer
og saa er dagens
tid forbi, saa graater alle blommer.

Og derfor dæmpet er min sang,
som skogens tonebrus
og blomsterklokkers blöte klang
i vindens sakte sus
som duggens klare strengerad
med sölverklang fra hvert et blad
og hvert et lite straa
som löven,
hvor det venner sig
og stirrer efter dig,
du sol, som bort mon gaa.

Men sov, ja sov, du höie skog,
sov ind du lille, bleke blomst
og luk dit öie til
og dröm om solens atterkomst
og vindens klokkespil
ja sov, og dröm!

Farvel, farvel! du lyse kveld,
du lune, lyse sommerkveld,
för nattens stille stund
fra blomst til blomst
jeg flagrer hen
og kysser den
og duggen paa dens mund.

Conclusion
Universally, efforts are underway in music performance and pedagogy
to expand repertoire beyond what was once considered the standard
canon. Songs in Norwegian, and songs by female composers such as
Agathe Backer-Grøndahl, are deserving of a more central place on recital
programs. Singers and teachers who make the effort to include them
will be rewarded by studying the Jynge settings by Backer-Grøndahl.

Farewell, farewell, you bright evening,
you warm, bright summer evening,
now the sun sinks below distant mountains,
and on every slope,
every leaf-clad hillside
the golden sunshine flows
and then the day is over,
then all the flowers weep.

And therefore my song is faint,
like the sound of the forest
and the flower bells’ damp clang
in the wind’s gentle swish
like plucking of the dew’s clear silver strings
from every leaf
and every little shoot,
like foliage
which befriends you
and longs for you,
you sun, which disappears.

But sleep, yes sleep, you high forest,
sleep, you pale little flower
and close your eyes
and dream of the sun’s return
and the wind chimes
sleep, and dream!

Farewell, farewell! you bright evening,
you warm, bright summer evening,
for the night’s still moments
from flower to flower
I flutter
and kiss it
and the dew on its mouth.
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Barnets Vaardag
(The Child’s Spring Day), Op. 42

1. En kviddrende lærke (A Warbling Lark)

IPA Pronunciation Guide

2. Vaarmorgen i skogen (Spring Morning in the Forest)
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3. Blaaveis (Anemone)

4. Blomstersanking (Gathering Flowers)
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6. Duggdraaper (Dew Drops)

5. Homlefar (Bumblebee)

7. Mot kveld (At Evening)
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Sommer
(Summer), Op. 50

1. Gjøk (Cuckoo)

Transcriptions for Op. 42 were prepared with the assistance of
Emily McGoon, senior music education major at University of Wisconsin Oshkosh

and recipient of a 2022 Student/Faculty Collaborative Research Grant.

8. Sov saa stille (Sleep Quietly)
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3. Sommer og solskin (Summer and Sunshine)

2. Marja, Marja, fly! fly! (Ladybug, Ladybug, Fly! Fly!)
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4. Spinne, spinne, spinne (Spin, Spin, Spin)

5. Söndagsmorgen (Sunday Morning)
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6. Skogen (The Forest)

7. Junikveld (June Evening)
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8. Skogens sanger (Song of the Forest)
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Paola Savvidou is a pianist, pedagogue, and wellness advocate
who serves as Wellness Initiative Program Manager at the
University of Michigan, where she teaches wellness for the
performing artist. In Teaching the Whole Musician, she brings her
years of experience with students, as well as training in Laban
Movement Analysis, yoga, meditation, and Motivational
Interviewing together in one comprehensive, thoroughly
readable, well-researched, and practical volume. It speaks to
applied instructors no matter how much or how little they are
already engaging with student wellness. There are new tools
to implement and research to review, wherever the teacher
is on their holistic education journey—from skeptical instructors
who are trying to understand why students have changed so
much, to those who are already trained and teaching in one area
of wellness.The book includes information on sleep, nutrition,
injury prevention, total body awareness, common mental health
challenges, and contemplative practices. Teaching the Whole
Musician is more complete and well-rounded than other texts
that dive specifically into one facet of wellness– and perhaps
the greatest strength is that the author includes journal excerpts
from her own students, suggested additions to syllabi, and even
scripts teachers can follow when engaging with certain topics
for the first time, or in new ways.

Savvidou takes care to frequently remind readers that we are
applied teachers and not mental health providers or physicians,
while also encouraging us to go further in our practices to
support students more holistically. Ideally, this book would
become required reading for doctoral students who are hoping
to enter the field as applied instructors. Departments could also
read it together as part of a process of revising and refining
curriculum for the needs of current students, perhaps in
conjunction with activities like the self-studies required for
accreditation renewal. While some forward-looking and/or
well-resourced departments have resident Alexander
Technique teachers or other body-awareness practitioners on
staff, Savvidou makes a strong case that every instructor can
contribute to students’ well-being. An integrated approach
across even the smallest of departments helps developing artists
understand that wellness is an essential component of their
studies and their musicianship. Independent instructors will
also find the text useful, even without a formal syllabus or
prescribed curriculum.
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Savvidou’s perspective is expressed succinctly and powerfully
in the book’s opening chapter when she says “as music
teachers, we play a significant role in the lives of young
musicians as they prepare to launch into a profession that
challenges them to develop a clear sense of meaning
and purpose.…because music-making is not just a profession,
but a line of work that is intimately connected to these
personal identity factors, it is prudent for us to understand
how we can support our students so they can, in turn, lead
long-lasting and thriving careers in the arts.”1

She goes on to remind instructors that our students often
choose to study music because they love it, but this doesn’t
mean that the path is not full of obstacles, hard work, and
inevitable disappointment. Transparency about these aspects
of the work helps students to understand that finding balance
across all facets of wellness is indeed a professional skill, and
something that enables us to bear these challenges without
becoming unraveled.

One of the book’s greatest strengths is Savvidou’s thorough
and clear-eyed reporting of students’ behavioral patterns
around health. She uses data from her own students when
useful, but also draws on research from individual scholars
and teams, as well as national institutions like the American
College Health Association (ACHA). This range of sources
helps translate statistics into relatable anecdotes or student
quotes about prominent issues. In this way, the reader can
imagine the data as it is reflected in the population of students
they serve. For example, the author found research from a
team in Germany which reported that among students
studying music, medicine, psychology, and sports, music
students reported higher levels of physical symptoms and
anxiety and scored significantly lower on behaviors to take
care of themselves.2

The preponderance of data should help to convince even
the most skeptical instructor that a more complete view of
wellness would be greatly beneficial to our current students.
The author doesn’t blame students for the challenges they face,
but rather encourages instructors to increase their awareness
of the complete view of students’ workload and some of the
more “hidden” challenges they may face, such as isolation due
to solitary practice hours, difficulty adjusting to independence,
or even working a job off campus to fund their education. She
provides a robust and thoughtful discussion in Chapter Two,
entitled: “Parent, Teacher, Mentor, or Psychologist?” which
delves into the common confusion and apprehension that
some instructors feel at the thought of becoming more aware
of their students’ lives outside the studio.

1 Paola Savvidou, Teaching the Whole
Musician—A Guide to Wellness in the
Applied Studio, p. 2.

2 Paola Savvidou, Teaching the Whole
Musician—A Guide to Wellness in the
Applied Studio, p. 12.
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A unique strength of the book is the inclusion of strategies
from Motivational Interviewing, an approach used in
counseling whereby the interviewer listens deeply and asks
open-ended questions. In doing so, the interviewer may help
the student recognize available resources and personal
strategies they could draw on to solve problems. In this way,
the studio instructor is not required to be the counselor or
fixer, but rather a mentor or guide, helping students to know
themselves more fully and solve problems based on their own
intelligence and needs.

Perhaps Savvidou’s greatest contribution to the field in this
volume is Chapter Seven: “The Power of the Mind.” She
clearly and succinctly explains common mental health
disorders like anxiety, depression, attention deficit disorder,
and autism spectrum disorder, but also provides insight
into the less obvious factors that add stress and layers of
complexity in our students’ lives. These include circumstances
like living arrangement, lack of support network, perfectionism,
time management, competition, and technology. Rather than
simply provide a bleak list of impediments to success,
Savvidou goes on to provide perspectives on why students
don’t seek help (an opportunity for teachers to evaluate their
own past practices and areas for growth) protective strategies,
and a complete “Mental Health Toolkit” with exercises, scripts,
and guidelines for teachers to use when supporting students in
distress.

As with any book that strives to be both comprehensive and
widely accessible, readers will find some elements to be easily
applicable and others to be out of reach without additional
study. However, Savvidou has achieved a resource that can
continue to shape our profession for years to come. I echo the
author’s sentiment that our students need a more complete
system of support during their educational experience, so that
they can become the balanced, expressive, creative artists we
believe they can be. Teaching the Whole Musician is loaded with
practical strategies and easily viable tools, so that any teacher
can expand their awareness of student needs and make
meaningful adaptations to foster personal and musical growth.
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